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Introduction. Scenarios of development of the processes in the complex marine ecosystems are
forecasted by the models developed for marine ecosystems. At that the method for formalizing the
scheme of the cause-effect relations (impacts) is required. In other words, it is necessary to construct
the equation system for the model variables connecting the functions representing the modeled
processes.
Data and Methods. Proposed are the methods for modeling the processes in the marine ecosystems
based on the system principles of the adaptive balance of causes and informational unity of the
processes’ models and the corresponding observational data.
Analysis of Results. It is shown that application of these principles permits to construct the adaptive
models with negative feedbacks of the 1 st and the 2nd orders between the model variables and the
speed of their variation. These models provide automatic fitting of the model variables to each
other and to the external effects; at the same time they preserve the matter balances in the
substance transformation reactions in the marine environment. The simulation results reveal that
the 2nd order adaptive models are more sensitive to the external effects influencing the ecosystem
and adapt to them quicker. Application of the adaptive modeling principles is illustrated by the data
of hydrochemical observations in the Sevastopol Bay. Two methods of reconstructing dynamics of
the nitrite concentration are comparatively analyzed using the time series of the ammonium and
nitrate observations.
Discussion and Conclusions. It is shown that the dynamic-stochastic equation provides much higher
accuracy of reconstruction of the unobserved process of the nitrite concentration as compared to the
method of the normalized relations of the mean values. Besides, the reconstruction accuracy increases
with growth of length of the observation time series applied at constructing their covariance matrix.
Keywords: adaptive modeling, adaptive balance of causes, marine ecosystem, reconstruction of the
unobserved processes, influence coefficients, covariance matrix, dynamic-stochastic equation,
nitrification, Sevastopol Bay.
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Introduction. The creation of a marine ecosystem dynamic model is preceded
by its verbal description, which, in accordance with the systems analysis principles
[1–5], combines the most important processes in the marine environment in terms
of the modeling purpose. A graphical depiction of a verbal model (a conceptual
model) contains a diagram of cause-effect relationships representing the directions
and signs of the effects of some processes on others. Having such a scheme of
effects, it is necessary to construct a system of equations linking the functions of
the model variables that represent the modeled processes.
The general principle of formalization of the conceptual models, discovered by I.
Newton, states that the dynamic equations of processes should link the model
variables with the change rates of these variables, taking into account internal and
external effects*. At the same time, the effects are considered as the reasons
causing deviations of a stable system of interrelated processes from its stationary
equilibrium state, and negative feedback of a variable with its variation rate is
considered as a factor of stability. Similar methods of formalization are used in the
theory of complex adaptive control systems [6–14]. The idea of I. Newton is
implemented through the use of negative feedbacks in the dynamic equations of
control objects, which automatically maintain the balances of intrasystem and
external effects in the complex systems.
Similar approach is applied in the adaptive balance of causes method (ABCmethod), proposed in [4, 12] for the modeling of marine ecosystems and the land –
sea ecological-economic systems. In this method, along with the well-known
principles of system analysis (system integrity, completeness of intrasystem
connections between its objects, etc.), new principles are used: adaptive balance of
causes and informational unity of the dynamic model of processes and the data of
observations over these processes. The first principle serves as the basis for the
creation of a new class of adaptive models designed to predict the development
scenarios for processes in complex systems. The second one provides the
assimilation of observational data in the adaptive predictive models of the systems
and is applied for creation of digital information technologies to manage the
predicted development scenarios.
The sustainability of ecosystems observed in the nature is explained by their
inherent property of adaptation to the changing conditions of the existence of living
organisms [13–15]. This property is applied in the method of constructing the
adaptive models of marine ecosystems considered in this work. The main problem
of constructing the models of marine ecosystems is to find the coefficients of
equations that formalize the cause-effect relationships between the modeled
processes. Additional information required for this is usually contained in the wellknown regularities of the transformation of chemical substances in the marine
environment and the interaction of living objects in it [15]. However, the
parameterization of cause-effect relationships used in this approach contains a large
number of constants, the determination of which makes the modeling difficult.
*Newton, I., 1999. The Principia: Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1025 p.
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The prospects for eliminating such difficulties are associated with the increasing
volume of instrumental observations carried out at the sea. Regular surveys of
chemical-biological parameter fields performed within the framework of programs
for marine coastal environment monitoring (for example, see [11], as well as
information about the grant* and report **) allow us to use time series of
observations to estimate the coefficients of dynamic ecosystem models. In this work,
the algorithms for formalizing the relationships between the processes in the
marine ecosystem adaptive model based on observational data accumulated as
a result of multi-annual surveys of hydrochemical and hydrobiological fields are
proposed. In particular, the purpose of this work was to construct an adaptive
model dynamic equation of the marine environment nitrification from the time
series of observations carried out in the Sevastopol Bay waters.
Adaptive models of cause-effect relationships in the marine ecosystems.
These models are based on the application of the system principle of adaptive
balance of causes [4, 12]. The principle postulates that the ecosystem is in an
equilibrium (stationary) state when external effects applied to it are absent. In this
state, the concentrations of substances ui retain average values Ci . External
effects Ai lead to the deviations of concentrations from their equilibrium values,
and the ecosystem continuously adapts the concentrations of substances in such
a way that the balance of effects conservation law is satisfied. The essence of this
law is to conserve the material balances of substance transformation in the marine
ecosystem: under effect of internal and external influences, the ecosystem variables
take on such values that ensure the satisfaction of the condition
ui  Ci 

 a u
n

ij

j



 C j  Ai .

(1)

j 1, j i

In this expression aij are the coefficients of the substance concentration
deviation effects u j (reaction resources) from their mean values C j , forming
a deviation (of the reaction product) from its mean value Ci . The number n
indicates the number of modeled processes, and the symbol Ai indicates the
external effects applied to the ecosystem.

* INTAS 2003-51-6196. Energetics of Heterotrophic-Photoautotrophic Microbial Interaction:
Verification of HP Index and Functional Role of the Community Size Structure. Available at:
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/71808_en.html [Accessed: 20 December 2018].
** Konovalov, S.K., Kondrat'ev, S.I., Moiseenko, O.G., Romanov, A.S., Ovsyanyy, E.I.,
Vnukov, Yu.L., Orekhova, N.A., Chumakova, N.I., Khoruzhiy, D.S., Kotel'yanets, E.A. and
Svishchev, S.V., 2009. Otchet o Gidrokhimicheskoy S’emke Sevastopol'skoy Bukhty i Reki Chernaya
18.09.2009 g. – 22.09.2009 g. [Report on the Hydrochemical Survey of the Sevastopol Bay and the
Chernaya River 18.09.2009 –22.09.2009]. Sevastopol: MHI, 32 p. (in Russian).
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Using the principle of constructing the equations of dynamic processes, we
represent the right parts of a formalized ecosystem model in the form of functionals
of influences Fi ui , u j , Ai :









dui
 Fi ui , u j , Ai .
dt

(2)

The preservation of the effect balances will be achieved if the following
restrictions will be imposed on the system of equations (2):





Fi ui , u j , Ai  Ci ;







dui
 ri Ci  Fi ui , u j , Ai ,
dt

(3)

where ri is the specific rate of function ui variation. As the solutions of the system
of equations (3) are achieved at such ui values when all the derivatives of the
system simultaneously vanish, the functionals of effects must be expressed from
the conditions for the preservation of material balances (1):





 a u



n

Fi ui , u j , Ai  Ci  ui 

ij

 C j  Ai .

j

(4)

j 1, j  i

Substituting expression (4) into the formula (3), we obtain the system of
equations of the adaptive balance of causes method with the negative first-order
feedback relations with respect to ui variables


dui

 ri Ci  ui 
dt




 a u
n

ij

j 1, j  i

j



 C j  Ai   .
 




(5)

We represent the system of equations (5) in finite differences:
n


uik 1  uik  tri Ci  tri uik 
aij u kj  C j  Aik  .
j 1, j  i



 



For the simplification, we accept the condition tri Ci  1 which can always be
satisfied with the selection of the integration step over the time t . Then we obtain
uik 1  uik  1 

n

1  k
aij u kj  C j  Aik  .
ui 
Ci 
j 1, j  i


 



The equations with the first-order negative feedbacks are widely used in the
implications of the theory of complex adaptive systems in natural science and
technology [7, 9–12]. In particular, such equations are applied in the well-known
method of system dynamics developed by J. Forrester [16]. At the same time, there
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are other ways of representing the functional Fi ui , u j , Ai in system (2) that satisfy
the conditions for preserving the balances of effects.
In [4, 12] a different overall structure of the equations (3) was proposed:





dui
 ri ui Fi   ui Fi  ,
dt

in which Fi  is monotonously increasing and Fi  is monotonously decreasing basic
functionals of effects (4). In this case, Fi  functionals restrain the growth of ui
variables, controlling the positive effects of the sources, while the functionals Fi 
restrain the negative effects of the sinks, tending the variables ui to zero. If we
connect the functionals Fi  and Fi  among themselves by an additional condition
Fi   Fi   2Ci ,

(6)

then the management of sources and sinks becomes consistent and the ecosystem
model acquires the adaptive property of automatic preservation of the balances of
effects.
For example, let the variable ui in an ecosystem equation be affected by m of
positive and n  m of negative effects. Then the functionals Fi  take the form
Fi   ui 

m



nm

aik uk  Ck  

k 1, k  i

 a u
il

l

 Cl  Ai .

l 1,l  i

Substituting this expression into the system of equations (8) and using the
relations (6) to determine the functionals Fi  , we obtain the system of equations of
an adaptive ecosystem model with the 2nd order negative feedbacks
m
nm



dui


 2ri ui Ci  ui 
aik uk  Ck  
ail ul  Cl  Ai   , i, j  1,2,...,n . (7)
dt


k 1, k  i
l 1,l  i
 







It can be easily seen that the second order negative feedback in the system of
equations (7) provides the squares of ui variables that are present in the right sides
of all equations and have the minus signs. The finite-difference representation of
this system of equations at an additional condition 2tri Ci  1 takes the form

1

uik 1  2uik 1 
2
Ci



 k
ui 


 a u
n

ij

j 1, j  i

k
j



 C j  Aik   .
 




(8)

Examples of mutual adaptation of two interrelated processes. Using
simple examples, we compare the adaptation properties of variables to intrasystem
and external effects, which have the models of the first (5) and second (7) orders.
We consider an ecosystem consisting of two interrelated processes that have the
opposite (by signs) effects on each other. We assume that the ecosystem is under
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY VOL. 26 ISS. 1 (2019)
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external effect A2 applied to the second process. An adaptive ecosystem model is
represented by two systems of equations:
 with negative first-order feedbacks in 1 and  2 variables:
d1
 r1 C1  1  a12  2  C2 ,
dt
d 2
 r2 C2   2  a211  C1   A2 ;
dt
 with negative second-order feedbacks in u1 and u 2 variables:
du1
 2r1u1 C1  u1  a12 u 2  C2 ,
dt
du2
 2r2u2 C2  u 2  a21u1  C1   A2 .
dt
We set the following stationary state of the ecosystem: C1  10 , C2  15 .
As the coefficients of effects we select a12  0.33 , a21  0.75 values.
In the first experiment the establishment of the ecosystem stationary state
under random initial conditions: 1   2  u1  u2  1 and A2  0 (Fig. 1, а) was
studied. In the second experiment, external effect in the form of a source function
A2  10 sin(0.8t ) exp(0.1t ) was included in each model (Fig. 1, b).

F i g. 1. Scenarios of the processes in the ecosystem adaptive models with negative feedbacks of the
1st and the 2nd orders

Comparison of adaptation scenarios of the 1st and 2nd order models leads to the
conclusion about certain advantages of the 2nd order model. First of all, the
scenarios of u1 and u 2 processes in the 2nd order model come to a stationary state
more quickly (Fig. 1, a). These scenarios are much more sensitive to external
effects, which provides higher controllability of the 2nd order models (Fig. 1, b). As
a result, a delay time of scenarios with respect to external effect in the 2nd order
model is noticeably shorter than in the one of the 1st order (Fig. 1, b). On the basis
of these findings, it is advisable to use adaptive balance of causes method with
second-order equations (7) – (8) when modeling cause-effect relationships in
marine ecosystems.
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Estimation of effect coefficients in adaptive ecosystem models. Different
approaches to the analysis of observations over the processes in ecosystems are
known. The selection of approaches depends on the volume and quality of
observational data available to the researcher. Probability and expert methods are
proposed for estimating the effect coefficients aij from observational data in [3, 4,
8, 17]. In this study, we use the estimates based on the known statistical
characteristics of the modeled processes: their mean values Ci and the covariance
relationships between them.
We consider the case when only the mean values of the modeled processes are
known in advance. We reduce the resource functions u j , included into the balance

relations (2), to the intervals of ecosystem product variability 0  ui  2Ci  . In
order to do this, we express the ecosystem model variables in the balance relations
(1) in the units of the mean values of variables. Then we obtain
n
C
ui  Ci 
aij i u j  C j  Ai ,
Cj
j 1, j  i







where aij are dimensionless multipliers that need to be determined.
Carrying out the similar transformation brings the system of equations (7)
to the following form:
m
nm



dui
C
C


 2ri ui Ci  ui 
aik i uk  Ck  
ail i ul  Cl  Ai   ,
dt
Ck
Cl


k 1, k  i
l 1,l  i
 


i, j  1,2,...,n .





(9)

As the effects of resources u j in relations (9) is proportional to the values of



deviations uj  u j  C j



and the degree of these effects is determined by the





values of relations of mean values uj  u j  C j , we can take the factors aik and
ail as equal. This assumption means that they equally translate the effects of
resources on ecosystem products. Then, from the considerations of solution
stability of the system of equations (9) [11, 12], the sums of positive and negative
effects should be normalized to 0.5:
nm



dui
C m
Ci


 2ri ui Ci  ui  i
Ck1 uk  Ck  
Cl1 ul  Cl   Ai   . (10)
dt
2m k 1,k i
2n  m  l 1,l i


 


Construction of an adaptive model equation with normalized effect
coefficients according to the data of hydrochemical observations performed in
the Sevastopol Bay. In order to test the proposed method for estimating the effect
coefficients, we used observational data for hydrochemical processes obtained in
the Sevastopol Bay waters from May 1998 to September 2016. During this period
81 hydrologic-hydrochemical surveys of inorganic dissolved nitrogen
concentrations were performed. According to the results of these surveys, time
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series of ammonium NH4, nitrite NO2 and nitrate NO3 observations were formed.
As the measurements during this 18-year period were carried out irregularly, the
measurement results were combined into total arrays and subjected to moving
averaging with 30 days interval in order to compile the most representative sample
of data. Thus, the graphs of multiannual average monthly variability of
hydrochemical parameter concentrations in the ecosystem of the Sevastopol Bay
were obtained. The revealed cause-effect relationships between nitrogen forms
(Fig. 2) are consistent with those presented in [18].

F i g. 2. The first and the second stages of the nitrification process in the nitrogen cycle structure in
the Sevastopol Bay

We construct an adaptive equation for nitrite concentration u 2 at some point
of the bay, taking into account the fact that the ammonium concentration u1 is
spent on its increase, and the nitrite concentration u 2 , in turn, is spent on
increasing the concentration of nitrates u3 (see Fig. 2). We assume that only time
series of observations of ammonium NН4 and nitrates NO3, as well as the average
values of all processes, are known. The problem is to reconstruct the series of NO2
observations using equation (10) with normalized effect coefficients a special case
of which was considered in [18]. Assuming in this equation n  2 , m  1 , we
obtain

du2
C
C


 2r2u2 C2  u2  2 C11 u1  C1   2 C31 u3  C3   ,
dt
2
2




or in finite differences with regard to equations (8)

1
u2k 1  2u2k 1 
 2C2







C2 1 k
 k C2 1 k
u2  2 C1 u1  C1  2 C3 u3  C3


 .


The graphs of mean multiannual monthly average variability of NН4, NO2 and
NO3 concentrations are shown in Fig. 3, а − с. The results of calculations at
C1  5.60 mg N/m3, C2  2.03 mg N/m3 and C3  42.35 mg N/m3 are represented
in Fig. 3, d.
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F i g. 3. Intra-annual variability of hydrochemical parameters (mg N/m3) in the Sevastopol Bay: NH4
(a), NO2 (b), NO3 (c); comparison of the observed (pink curve) and the modeled (blue curve) NO 2
concentrations (d)

As follows from Fig. 3, d, reconstructed NO2 concentration scenario (blue
curve) is basically correct when monitoring the trends of real scenario variation
(pink curve). However, the deviations of the reconstructed scenario from mean
value C2  2.03 mg N/m3 are noticeably smaller than those of the real one.
Therefore, the ratio of reconstruction error variance to the variance of real scenario
was 1.94, which corresponds to the ratio of root-mean-square values equal to 1.38.
It should be pointed out that for reconstructing the scenario using this method we
used the minimal information about NO2 process (only its mean value).
The use of statistical relationships between the modeled processes for
constructing a dynamic-stochastic equation of the 2nd order adaptive model.
Now we assume that in addition to the average values of the processes, the
coefficients of statistical relationships between all processes are also known. The
equations in which statistical relationships between observational data are used to
refine predictive model estimates will be called dynamical-stochastic ones [8]. We
set an objective: to express the values of dimensionless factors aik and ail in the
system of equations (9) through the known statistical relations of processes, using
their covariance matrix Rij  E ui u j . We denote the processes deviations from

 

their average values as ui  ui  Ci . In this case, the balance relations underlying
the adaptive model (9) can be represented in the following form:
m
nm
C
C
u 
aik i uk 
ail i ul  Ai ,
(11)
Ck
Cl
k 1, k  i
l 1,l  i
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where Ai are the deviations of external effects by the processes ui from their mean
values. We assume that external effects do not correlate with internal processes in
the ecosystem. This assumption follows from the system analysis principles [1–3]:
internal processes in the system cannot affect external processes in the
environment, because the processes in the environment will otherwise be elements
of the system itself and then they should be included in its structure.
Multiplying the right side of equation (11) alternately by u k and ul ,
performing the averaging of the obtained expressions and using the notation for the
elements of the covariance matrix Rij , we obtain the following system of algebraic
equations for the factors aik and ail :
Rik 

m



aik Ci Ck1 Rkk 

k 1, k  i

Ril 

m



nm

 a C C
il

i

1
l Rlk ,

l 1,l  i

aik Ci Ck1 Rkl
k 1, k  i

nm



(12)


ail Ci Cl1 Rll .
l 1,l  i

Solution of this system of equations completes the construction of dynamicstochastic model (9), (12) for describing cause-effect relationships in marine
ecosystem. In order to make the solutions of equations (9) satisfy the determined
intervals of variable variations 0  ui  2Ci  , the system of these equations must be
supplemented with logical conditions
0, if ui  0

.
ui  ui
2C , if u  2C 
i
i
 i

(13)

Application of dynamic-stochastic equation of the 2nd order adaptive
model to the data of hydrochemical observations in the Sevastopol Bay. We
apply the system of dynamic-stochastic equations (9), (12), (13) to the aboveconsidered hydrochemical observational data from the Sevastopol Bay. In order to
reconstruct the scenario of the process u 2 , not only the values of the processes u1
and u3 , but also the elements of the covariance matrix Rij , i, j  1,2,3 , are required.
This makes it possible to reconstruct scenarios of process u 2 from observational
data of u1 and u3 processes using current or previous values of the covariance
matrix.
We construct the balance ratio linking the reactions of the substance
interactions (Fig. 2) with no regard to external effects:
u2  a21u1  a23u3 .

We reduce the variables u1 and u3 to the variance interval of u 2 variable. For
this, all the variables will be expresses in the units of average values, the same way
as relation (15) was derived:
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u2  a21

C2
C
 2 u3 .
u1  a23
C1
C3

(14)

Multiplying the expression (14) alternately by u1 and u3 , performing
averaging of the obtained expressions and taking into account the notations of the
covariance matrix Rij elements, we obtain the system of equations for finding the
 and a23

dimensionless factors a21

R21  a21

C2
C
 2 R31,
R11  a23
C1
C3


R23  a21

C2
C
 2 R33 ,
R13  a23
C1
C3

 
a21

or
 
a23

C1 R21R33  R23R31 
,
C2 R11R33  R13R31 
C3 R13R21  R11R23 
.
C2 R11R33  R13R31 

(15)

Now, using the balance ration for u 2 variable

u2  С2  a21

C2
C
 2 u3
u1  a23
C1
C3

and system of equations of the model (9), we obtain the desired dynamic-stochastic
equation of the adaptive model of u 2 process


R R  R23R31 u1  R13R21  R11R23 u3   .
du2

 2r2u2 C2  u2  21 33

2
dt
R11R33  R31






(16)

We apply this equation to reconstruct NO2 process taking into account its
covariance relations with NН4 and NO3 processes.
The equation (16) is presented in finite differences, based on the relation (8):

1

u2k 1  2u2k 1 
2C2








 



k
k
k
k
k k
k k

R k R k  R23
R31
u1  R13
R21  R11
R23 u3  

u2k  21 33
 .
k k
k 2

 
R11R33  R31


(17)

The results of computational experiments performed using the equation (17)
are summarized in Fig. 4.
Point out that the variable effect coefficients were applied in equation (17) due
to the fact that the covariance matrix Rij elements were calculated using the
samples from the series of observations at different intervals of moving averaging
of ui u j products.
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F i g. 4. Effect coefficients in the dynamic-stochastic equation (17) and comparison of the observed
(curves 1) and the modeled by (17) (curves 2) concentrations of NO2

 and a23
 , determined by
In Fig. 4, a the scenarios of dimensionless factors a21
solving equations (15) in which the elements of the covariance matrix were calculated
by performing the moving averaging of more than 200 values of observation time
series, are given. The results of the reconstruction of NO2 observation time series with
these factors taken into account are shown in Fig. 4, b (curve 1). In order to assess the
accuracy of NO2 process reconstruction, the ratio of the error variance of time series
reconstruction to the variance of the series itself was found. This ratio is 0.067, which
corresponds to a ratio of mean-square values of 0.26.
Shorter sections of observation series when calculating the current values of
the covariance matrix reduced the accuracy of NO2 process reconstruction.
Examples of applying a matrix with elements calculated from 25 values of the
observation series are shown in Fig. 4, c, d. In this case, the scenarios of factors
 and a23
 became more variable (Fig. 4, c), however, the accuracy of NO2
a21
process reconstruction with regard to the variances decreased to 0.69, and with
regard to NO2 mean-square values − to 0.83.
Another experiment was carried out for the case when the researcher
has a short series of observations of the process under reconstruction to estimate
the covariance matrix. To obtain the estimates, the first 100 values of NO 2
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observation series were selected. From the 101st value and up to the end of this
series the values were reconstructed taking into account the covariance matrix
recorded at the 100th calculation step. Graphs of the effect coefficients are given in
Fig. 4, е, and the results of series reconstruction – in Fig. 4, f. The accuracy of NO2
process reconstruction with regard to variances ratio was 0.37, and with regard to
root-mean-square values − 0.61.
Conclusion. The methods of modeling processes in marine ecosystems
considered in this paper are based on the principles of adaptive balance of causes and
informational unity of dynamic models of processes and observational data on them.
Adaptive balance principle allows one to construct the 1st and the 2nd order models,
which provide automatic adjustment of marine ecosystem model variables to each
other, while preserving the material balances of substance transformation reactions in
the marine environment. As it was shown by the results of computational
experiments, the 2nd order adaptive models have higher sensitivity to external effects
on the ecosystem and a higher rate of adaptation to them. The principle of
informational unity of the model and observational data provides the assimilation of
new information in adaptive models of ecosystems by including observational data as
additional sources of external effects.
The principles of marine ecosystems adaptive modeling are illustrated on
the materials of hydrochemical observations performed in the Sevastopol Bay.
A comparative analysis of two methods for reconstruction of nitrite concentration
dynamics over time series of ammonium and nitrate observations was carried out.
In the first method it was assumed that only mean values of these processes are
known. This fact was used to estimate the effect coefficients by the method of
normalized ratios of average values in the nitrite concentration 2nd order adaptive
equation. In the second method statistical relations between the processes were
considered known, which made it possible to apply an adaptive dynamic-stochastic
nitrite concentration equation with effect coefficients calculated using the
covariance matrix of three processes. The analysis results showed that the
dynamic-stochastic equation provides significantly higher accuracy of
reconstruction of nitrite concentration unobservable process in comparison with the
method of normalized ratios of average values. In addition, the reconstruction
accuracy rises with an increase in the length of the time series of observations
applied when constructing their covariance matrix.
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